QRS PNOmation OT
Turn Any Piano Into A Player In Minutes

Wireless Capabilities
- Wi-Fi and Wi-Fi Direct built in for easy setup and access regardless of Internet status from any Wi-Fi enabled device.
- Bluetooth Audio and MIDI built in allows for wireless communication to software applications and speakers.

User Options
- Schedule playlists or radio playback on/off time, and playback volume.
- Multiple Playback Sources from MIDI in using 5 pin din, USB, memory stick, internal MIDI, Bluetooth, Bluetooth MIDI, MIDI or networked. Analog MIDI and QRS’s Patented SyncAlong.
- Key performance setups and alignments do not require you to call a technician.
- MIDI Control Options: Tempo, Transpose, Volume, MIDI Channels.
- Set on your studio piano mic live piano.

Your Personal Piano
Not sure you want a custom installation, PNOmation OT sets up in minutes

Recording Studios
Sample a real acoustic piano in your studio using MIDI

Piano Factories and Workshops
Break in piano actions and demonstrate players to customers.

Special Events and Rentals
Great revenue generator to have in your arsenal

QRS Pt #: 83500

PNOmation OT’s Impressive Features & Options

Do-It-Yourself Setup
- Fits on any standard 88-note keyboard
- Top handles and side rail pockets allow for ease of placement
- Dialing in the throw of the plunger requires rail height adjustment. Thumb wheels make this task accurate and fast.

The Largest and Best Player Piano Library
- Thousands of tracks from different genres, artists and albums
- Colored fonts identify type of track: Solo, Concert or SyncAlong.

Piano Workshops and Factories
- Help break in new or repaired actions
- Easily move from one piano to the next
- Report certification for customer of the break-in time

Comes standard with QRS’s proven Magic Pedal technology.

1. Expandable handle that folds behind when not in use.
2. PLxv control box for external I/O, IR and volume control.
4. Power Input - just two connections and your up and running.
5. Sturdy rubber wheels mounted on hard maple base.
6. Pedal solenoid (optional - future) output
7. Rail connector, connects the keyboards rail to controllers.
8. 5 Pin External MIDI Input, is great for studio use to drive a real piano.
9. Top window to view processor status and access to reset buttons.
10. Built In Wi-Fi and Bluetooth, for access via any device.
11. Color coded plunger tips for ease of mechanical alignment.
12. Super quiet playback with imperceptible mechanical noise.
13. Built in music library and test files.
14. Proven easy to use and navigate PNOmation user interface.
15. Side rail pockets and top handles for ease of setup and alignment.
16. Finger wheel adjustable rail feet, dial in the plunger throw hence nailing the dynamic.

PNOmation OT
Travel/shipping case.
Its light weight, wheels and handles make it easy to ship and transport. (Included)